
3Courtyard Arbor

Lay out one left post (part 1).  Insert one top/bottom cross rail (part 3) into bottom hole of post.  Insert one 
center cross rail (part 4) into middle hole of post.  Slide five 61" tubes (part 5) through holes of center cross 
rail and into bottom cross rail.  Insert one top/bottom cross rail (part 3) into top 1½ x 4" hole, inserting free 
ends of tubes into top rail.  Insert free ends of cross rails into corresponding holes of one right post (part 2).  

Slide one 24" steel ground anchor (part 10) into bottom of each post so bottom cross rail slides into U-Shape.  
Using two 1¼" screws per post, screw bottom of arbor panel together.  DO NOT screw together center or top 
cross rails.

Remove 24" steel ground anchor from bottom of post and set aside until ready for installation.

Repeat for second arbor panel.
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Set both arbor panels on end with screw pilot holes facing outside of arbor.  Insert ends of each 84" arbor top 
rail (part 6) through top routed hole in each post.  Make sure 2" sq. routed holes face one another.  Gently 
separate tops of each arbor panel few inches. With pilot holes facing top of arbor, insert five 26¾" arbor top 
cross rails (part 8) into arbor tops.  When inserting two outer most parts, insert into post and then into 84" 
arbor top to lock arbor together.  Using four 1¼" screws per post, screw together top and middles of each arbor 
panel.  Be sure all parts are full inserted before securing.

Place two 84" arbor top overhead rails (part 7) onto five arbor top cross rails with pilot holes lining up.  Using 
five 1¼" screws per part, fasten overhead rails to top cross rails.

Apply glue to inside edges of 4" sq. gothic caps (part 9) and place on top of each post.  Apply glue to inside 
edges of ⅞ x 1½" end caps and place on ends of overhead rails.  Apply glue to inside of 4" end caps and press, 
do not slide, onto ends of arbor top rails.



Ground Anchor

Installation Layout
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ARBOR INSTALLATION

Option 1

Slide one 24” steel u-channel ground anchor 
(part 10) into bottom of each post.  Slide 
ground anchor until it meets bottom cross 
rail.  Using 1” self-tapping white-head screw  
fasten post to ground anchor. 

Using ground anchor installation layout 
drawing, dig holes approximately 16” deep.  
Set arbor in holes and level.  Back fill with soil 
removed from holes.  For permanent 
installation fill with cement.

Option 2

Using ground anchor installation layout 
drawing , pound ground anchors into ground 
according to dimensions.  When pounding 
into ground, use block of wood to prevent 
ground anchor from bending.  

Slide arbor over ground anchors.  Using 1” 
self-tapping white-head screw  fasten post to 
ground anchor. 

Option 3

Using ground anchor installation layout 
drawing, dig holes 16” deep according to 
dimensions.  Fill with cement and place 
ground anchors in wet cement.  Be sure that 
ground anchors are straight and in 
accordance with dimension of ground anchor 
installation layout drawing.  Allow cement to 
dry.  NOTE: There is very little room for error 
with this installation method.  

Slide arbor over ground anchors.  Using 1” 
self-tapping white-head screw fasten post to 
ground anchor. 


